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There is a growing consensus that online platforms have a systematic influence on the democratic process.
However, research beyond social media is limited. In this paper, we report the results of a mixed-methods
algorithm audit of partisan audience bias and personalization within Google Search. Following Donald Trump’s
inauguration, we recruited 187 participants to complete a survey and install a browser extension that enabled
us to collect Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs) from their computers. To quantify partisan audience bias, we
developed a domain-level score by leveraging the sharing propensities of registered voters on a large Twitter
panel. We found little evidence for the “filter bubble” hypothesis. Instead, we found that results positioned
toward the bottom of Google SERPs were more left-leaning than results positioned toward the top, and that
the direction and magnitude of overall lean varied by search query, component type (e.g. “answer boxes”), and
other factors. Utilizing rank-weighted metrics that we adapted from prior work, we also found that Google’s
rankings shifted the average lean of SERPs to the right of their unweighted average.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In 1928, Edward Bernays, the nephew of famous psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud and the “father of
public relations” [93], published Propaganda, introducing some of the first ideas on how people’s
unconscious heuristics could be leveraged to shape public opinion [9]. These ideas were refined
in the decades that followed, with researchers positing a one-step, “hypodermic needle,” model
in which the mass media directly influenced individuals [58], and Katz and Lazarsfeld producing
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their seminal work on a “two-step” model that noted the importance of information rebroadcasts
by influential individuals [54].
Today, one-step models have seen a revival of research interest due to the growing capacities
of online platforms to target and personalize content [6, 62, 76], and two-step models have been
expanded to study digital traces of behavior spreading on social networks [32, 37, 38]. However,
in light of the current debate on the impact that online platforms might have had on the 2016 US
election [53], it is now evident that these advances in measuring and shaping human behavior have
come with unexpected consequences and challenges for democratic societies [59, 88].
Spurred by these concerns, research on the spread of fake news on social media has flourished [1,
51, 60, 96]. While the spread of misinformation on social media can have serious impacts, such as
the massive dip in the stock market that resulted from a fake 2013 tweet claiming Barack Obama
had been injured in an explosion [26], these concerns encompass only part of a larger digital
information ecosystem. For example, some researchers have pointed out that exposure to fake news
on social media accounts for a relatively small amount of news exposure for the average American,
and that the real threat to the democratic process is the tendency of the media to favor scandal and
sensationalism over substantive discussions of policy [97].
Web search, on the other hand, has been under-explored relative to the dominant role that search
engines play in the information ecosystem. Indeed, a total of eight experiments involving over
8,000 subjects has shown that partisan bias in search engine rankings can substantially influence
the voting intentions of undecided voters, even when design interventions for suppressing the
effect are used [28, 30]. Research on whether such partisan bias actually occurs on search engines
is thus crucial [29], but also a difficult task fraught with challenges, such as defining bias in a valid
way, and controlling for confounding platform features like personalization [21].
The importance of web search and its symbiotic relationship with the media and politics motivated
us to conduct a controlled algorithm audit [85] to assess the partisan audience bias within Google
Search. In early 2017, following Donald Trump’s inauguration, we recruited 187 participants to
complete a survey and install a custom browser extension that conducted a set of static and dynamic
Google Search queries in participants’ web browsers. For each query, our extension preserved
a Search Engine Result Page (SERP) from both a personalized (standard) and an unpersonalized
(incognito) browser window. In total, we obtained over 30,000 SERPs.
To quantify the bias of websites, we developed an audience-based metric to score the partisanship
of web domain audiences using a unique dataset containing the sharing propensities of registered
Democrats and Republicans on Twitter. To quantify bias in web search, we merged our bias scores
with the domains from our search data and adapted metrics recently developed for measuring
ranking bias in social media search [57].
Our work makes the following contributions:
• Extending prior work [61], we developed a practical and sustainable partisan audience bias
metric for web domains by leveraging the sharing patterns of a digital panel of Twitter users
linked to US voter registration records. We found that our measure is strongly correlated
with similar bias scores developed in prior and ongoing work [2, 3], as well as with bias
scores we collected from human raters.
• Operationalizing our bias scores, we conducted a controlled audit of partisan audience bias
within Google Search and found that the results positioned toward the bottom of the SERPs
we collected were more left-leaning than the results positioned toward the top, a finding
consistent with prior work [21, 29].
• Exploring the interaction between personalization and partisan audience bias, we found little
evidence to support the “filter bubble” hypothesis in web search [73].
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• We build upon prior work by identifying and exploring partisan bias in a diverse set of 14
Google search ranking components and subcomponents (e.g., news-card and twitter-card),
and found that their average bias varied by search query and rank.
• Compared to the other components, we found a consistent right-lean in the twitter-card
components we identified. Given that searches for the query “Donald Trump” almost always
returned a twitter-card component linking to his Twitter account in our dataset, and that
“Donald Trump” was one of Google’s top ten searches of 2016 [40], it is possible that the
inclusion of these components in Google’s SERPs may have provided Donald Trump with a
virtuous cycle of amplification during the election.
Outline. We organized the rest of our study as follows. First, we review prior work on quantifying
partisan bias and auditing Google Search (§ 2). Next, we describe our auditing methodology, the
survey and search data we collected, and the partisan audience bias scores that we developed (§ 3).
Then, we explore how our bias metric varies by query, component type, rank, and participants’
political preferences (§ 4). Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings and limitations (§ 5).
2

BACKGROUND

The findings from several studies conducted over the past five years have shown that search engines
play a pivotal role in the public’s access to the digital information ecosystem. For example, a 2017
international survey found that 86% of people use search engines on a daily basis [24], and surveys
from Pew (2014) and Reuters (2017) found that more people get their news from search engines
than social media [69, 77]. Other findings include that search engines are one of the first places
people go to seek out information [23], and the second most common use of the internet (email
being first) [25].
When people do obtain information through social media, 74% of participants in a recent international survey reported using search to check the accuracy of that information, and 68% reported
that the information they found by searching was “important to influencing their decisions about
voting” [24]. The vast majority of internet-using US adults also depend upon search engines to
find and fact-check information [24, 25] and place more trust in information found through search
engines than through social media [8, 42, 78]. This trust is exemplified by a recent ethnographic
study of conservative search engine users, where 100% of participants reported that “doing your
own research” started with a Google Search, with one participant believing that Google “works as
a fact checker” [94].
To understand how this dependence and trust in search engines might have undesirable effects
on democracy, and what we can do to measure those effects, below we review the literature on the
impact of partisan bias, methods for quantifying it, and techniques for conducting algorithm audits
on search engines.
The Impacts and Origins of Partisan Bias. Partisan bias has been shown to influence voting
behaviors through newspapers [17, 22, 35], television (e.g., the “Fox News Effect” [20]), social
media [10] (see also “digital gerrymandering” [100]), and search engines (e.g., the “Search Engine
Manipulation Effect (SEME)” [28, 30]). Studies of bias in traditional media, such as television, suggest
the potential to shift around 10,000 votes [20]. In contrast, an experiment on social media motivated
340,000 people to vote [10], and the SEME experiments found that partisan bias in election-related
search rankings can sway the preferences of undecided voters by 20% or more [28].
Of particular concern here, is that, even without intentionally designing bias into a platform like
Google Search, machine learning algorithms can still naturally surface and amplify the societal
biases reflected in the data they use or the people that contruct them [14, 36, 48]. In the context
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of partisan bias, concerns arise regarding personalization technologies placing users in internet
“filter bubbles” that entrench their existing political beliefs by limiting exposure to cross-cutting
information [5, 7, 73]. These concerns are rooted in a combination of the theory of selective
exposure, which posits that people seek information that agrees with their existing beliefs while
avoiding information that does not [87], and the personalization technologies that might have a
synergistic effect with that human tendency. While scholars have recently suggested that such
concerns may be overstated with respect to social media [3, 44], the same may not be true for
search engines, where research on the interaction between personalization and partisan bias is
limited.
Quantifying Partisan Bias.
Generally speaking, partisan bias is a complex, nuanced, and
subjective phenomenon that is difficult to quantify in a valid way [12, 71]. The existing methods
can be sorted into three primary approaches: audience-based, content-based, and rater-based.
Audience-based measures depend on the social network principle of homophily (“birds of a
feather flock together” [46, 64]), to recover the political leaning of a news outlet or web domain
from the political affiliations of its audience (e.g., likes and shares on Facebook [3]). Contentbased measures leverage linguistic features to measure the differential usage of phrases (e.g., in
congressional speeches [34] or debates [50]). Finally, rater-based methods have people rate the
sentiment or partisan lean of webpages or text [12, 21, 29].
Compared to rater-based methods, audience-based measures are not hindered by biases among
raters or the high cost of gathering manual webpage ratings [12, 29]. Audience-based measures are
also conceptually simpler and less computationally expensive than content-based methods, which
can produce scores that are limited by the training data used [14, 50, 74, 80, 99].
Recent audience-based metrics of partisan bias have leveraged associations among users’ behavior
on Facebook [3, 81] and Twitter [57], or the sharing propensities of Twitter users who followed
manually identified landmark accounts [61]. However, these approaches are also limited due to their
reliance on users’ self-reported political affiliation, Facebook’s opaque “interested” classification of
users, or inference of users’ characteristics based on social media behavior.
Auditing Search Engines.
Although the algorithms used by search engines are opaque and
unavailable to external researchers, algorithm auditing methodologies provide a useful tool for
systematically assessing their output based on a controlled input [67, 85]. Algorithm audits have
previously been used to investigate various aspects of Google Search, including the personalization,
stability, and locality of search rankings [45, 56, 63, 66]. Although prior work has audited partisan
bias on social media [3, 57], similar research on web search is limited to a small number of recent
studies [21, 29, 91].
Most relevant here are a recent book chapter detailing a series of case studies on partisan bias in
non-personalized search [21], and a recent white paper on auditing partisan bias using a primarily
passive data collection methodology [29]. In the book chapter, Diakopoulos et al. examined (1) the
degree of support for candidates on the first page of search results, (2) the “Issue Guide” feature that
appeared at the top of the search results for queries containing candidate’s names during the 2016
election season, (3) the presentation of news about candidates in Google’s “In the News” results,
and (4) the visual framing of candidates in the image collages that sometimes appear in the side bar
of search results [21]. To quantify partisan bias, these researchers collected rater-based sentiment
scores of search results, utilized audience-based scores from prior work [3], and operationalized
content-based measures to assess coverage bias in political candidate quotations and visual framing
in images. Overall, Diakopoulos et al. found (1) a higher proportion of negative articles in searches
for Republican candidates than Democratic ones, (2) a mean left-leaning partisan bias of -0.16 (using
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the -1 (left-lean) to 1 (right-lean) partisan bias scores from [3]) in the sources used in Google’s
“Issue Guide”,1 (3) that CNN and the New York Times dominated Google’s “In the News” results,
and (4) that the sources of images in Google’s image collages came from left-leaning sources more
often than right-leaning sources [21].
In the white paper, Epstein and Robertson utilized a browser extension and a Nielsen-ratings-type
network of 95 confidants spread across 24 states to collect Google and Yahoo search data [29]. Their
extension passively collected SERPs whenever the confidants conducted a search with a query that
contained a word from a manually curated list of election-related keywords [27].2 Similar to prior
work examining the stability of search engine results [66], this study did not differentiate among
the various result types that populate Google SERPs [56, 84]. To quantify bias, these researchers
used a rater-based approach [12] to score individual web pages, though few specifics about their
method or controls for rater bias were reported. Overall, for a 25-day period from October 15 to
November 8, 2016, these researchers found (1) a mean bias of 0.17 on a scale of -1 (pro-Trump) to 1
(pro-Clinton), (2) a greater pro-Clinton bias in Google (0.19) than Yahoo (0.09) search results, (3)
that the pro-Clinton bias increased towards the bottom of the search rankings, and (4) that the bias
decreased as the election approached and passed.
The findings from these two studies agree with prior research on quantifying media bias that
found an overall left-lean [43], though the subjectivity of partisanship and the complexity of
journalistic motivations limits the causal claims that can be drawn from practically any measure of
bias [16, 71]. This is especially true when auditing search engines, where it is difficult to tease apart
confounds inherent to the scale and complexity of the web [95], the constantly evolving metrics
(e.g., “relevance”) that search engines optimize for [21], and the efforts of search engines to prevent
gaming by third parties [66]. Similarly, how users formulate and negotiate search queries within
web search interfaces is an under-researched topic that involves not only the information retrieval
algorithms at play, but also the cultural history of the human interacting with them [21, 94]. The lack
of up-to-date research on this topic is due, in part, to the difficulty associated with obtaining real user
queries [11], the ever-evolving nature of users’ information needs [4], and the opaque interactions
between users and autocomplete algorithms that influence the process of query selection [70].
3

METHODOLOGY AND DATA OVERVIEW

In the following section we describe the participants we recruited, the browser extension we
designed, the search data we collected, and the bias scores we derived.3 We provide details on
participants’ demographics, the composition of the Google SERPs they received during our audit,
and provide a rationale, formula, and validation for our partisan audience bias metric.
3.1

Survey and Participants

We utilized two established crowdsourcing services [72, 75] to recruit a demographically diverse
sample of 187 participants to take our survey. Using built-in features on each service, we restricted
the visibility of our ads to the US and recruited participants once a week during January and
February 2017, coinciding with and following Donald Trump’s inauguration. At the end of the
recruitment phase, we had recruited 74% of our sample through Prolific (http://prolific.ac) and 26%
from Crowdflower (http://crowdflower.com).
1 This

mean was obtained with low domain coverage - their scores only matched 50% of the domains that appeared in the
Issue Guide. Considering only the top 10 sources that appeared in the Issue Guide, the bias score was -0.31.
2 Although not mentioned in the whitepaper, we learned from the authors that participants were shown the list of search
terms and instructed to conduct at least one search from that list per day in order to remain a participant.
3 This study was IRB approved (Northeastern IRB #16-11-23) and summary data and code are available at
http://personalization.ccs.neu.edu/
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As with prior research on crowdsourcing websites [13], the majority of our participants were
White (66%) and male (52%), and 44% reported having at least a bachelor’s degree. The mean age
was 32 (σ = 12.3), participants reported a median household income of $50,000 to $74,999, and
our sample leaned Democratic (47%) and liberal (50%). The mean rating of Donald Trump on an
11-point bipolar Likert scale (used in prior research [28, 30] and ranging from negative -5 to +5
positive) was -2.4 (σ = 3.4), and 22% of participants gave him a “positive” rating on a binary scale
(positive or negative). Compared to Trump’s approval rating at the time of our audit (42.3%), our
participants’ ratings of the US President were somewhat low [33].
In terms of online habits, we asked participants which Alphabet services4 they were regular users
of, defined as using the service at least once a week. The median number of Alphabet products that
participants reported regularly using was 4, and Gmail or YouTube were the most popular, with
90% using these services regularly. Consistent with prior research on search usage [18, 30], 88% of
participants reported a preference for Google Search, 82% reported a preference for Chrome, and
the average number of searches that participants reported conducting per day was 14.2 (σ = 16.9).
3.2

Browser Extension and SERP Collection

To collect search data from within participants’ browsers–maintaining the personalization due to
their cookies, search history, and account logins–we designed a custom Chrome browser extension
that could automatically conduct searches and save the raw HTML. After completing our survey,
participants were instructed to install the extension and input a unique token (a pseudonymous ID)
that started the searches. Upon providing the token, the extension opened both a standard and an
incognito Chrome browser window and began conducting simultaneous searches in each window,
saving a standard-incognito SERP pair for each query.5
Root Queries and Suggestions.
To obtain a diverse set of static and dynamic queries, we
seeded our extension with a predefined list of 21 root queries covering six topic areas that we
intentionally focused around a major political event that coincided with our audit: Donald Trump
and his inauguration (Table 1 in Supplementary Material [SM]).6 For each of these root queries,
we collected its Google autocomplete search suggestions and added them to the search queue for
SERP collection.7 As one might expect, we found that suggestions for the same root query changed
over time and participants. Across all participants and all dates, we collected 549 unique queries
(including our 21 roots), whereas if Google’s suggestions were static and uniform, we would only
expect 105 unique queries (Table 1 in SM).
To reduce the ambiguity of the queries we collected and quantify their partisan bias, we relied
on the ability of humans to classify ambiguous queries [89]. We obtained crowdsourced ratings for
each query, asking workers to (1) classify it as “Political,” “Not Political,” or “Ambiguous” and (2) if
the query was political, rate how favorably it depicted the Democratic and Republican Party on two
5-point Likert scales ranging from “Very Negative” to “Very Positive”. We collected two ratings for
each query, breaking classification ties manually and calculating the mean bias by combining the
4 Including

Android, Gmail, Calendar, Docs, Drive, Google+, Groups, Maps, and YouTube.
Google’s documentation is somewhat ambiguous on the details of incognito mode, it generally indicates that the
searches conducted from an incognito window are not personalized [41], and that any carryover or location effects [45, 56]
would affect both windows equally.
6 The topics and queries were US President (“2017 US President”, “US President”), Inauguration (“Trump inauguration”,
“inauguration”, “President inauguration”), Political Party (“Democrat”, “Republican”, “Independent”), Political Ideology
(“liberal”, “moderate”, “conservative”), Political Actors (“Donald”, “Trump”, “Donald Trump”, “Mike”, “Pence”, “Mike Pence”),
and Foreign Entities (“China”, “Russia”, “Putin”, “UN”). Our method here was exploratory and we limited our investigation to
21 root queries to avoid triggering Google’s rate limits, which would have negatively impacted our participants.
7 At the time of our audit, Google provided a maximum of four suggestions per query.
5 Although
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(e) Example people-ask component.
Fig. 1. Examples of prominent component types.

Fig. 2. Probability matrices for observing each component
(columns) given the search ranking it appeared at (top) or
given its root query (bottom). Gray cells indicate the absence
of a component given that rank or root. Rows sum to one.

two bias ratings onto a single scale [12]. Overall, we classified 46.6% of queries as political, 40.8% as
not political, and 12.6% as ambiguous (close to the 16% found in prior work [89], see Table 1 in SM).
SERP Composition. At the end of data collection, we had collected 15,337 standard-incognito
SERP pairs. We broke each of these SERPs, the first page of results, down into a set of components–
corresponding to the vertically ranked items in the center column of a Google SERP–and their
subcomponents–the clusters of similar items that Google groups horizontally (e.g., news-card
(Figure 1b) and twitter-card (Figure 1d) components) or vertically (e.g., news-triplet (Figure 1c)).
In total, we parsed 456,923 components and subcomponents.
We identified 14 components in our sample of Google SERPs, including the:
• general components that consist of the ubiquitous blue title and webpage snippet, the related
general-extra components that include extra links to domain present in the title link, and
general-video components that include a video thumbnail.
• knowledge components that draw from Google’s “Knowledge Graph” and have been previously studied in-depth but in isolation [63] (Figure 1a).
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• news-card and news-triplet components that contain three news stories as subcomponents
and that Google labels “Top Stories” and “In the News,” respectively (Figures 1b & 1b). Both
of these have been studied to some extent in prior work [21, 56].
• image components that present a collage of image results pulled from Google’s image search
feature, some aspects of which have been studied in prior work [21, 55, 91].
• video components that embed a YouTube video in the SERP.
• map and map-card components that present results from a Google Maps search directly in
the search results. The map component was previously identified in prior work on mobile
Google Search [56].
• people-also-ask components that present a vertically stacked set of four or five questions
that drop down to reveal an answer parsed from the content of various websites.8
• twitter-card components, which consist of a distinct header that displays a Twitter user’s
account, or a Twitter search term, in a similar fashion to general components. This header
is followed by a set of horizontally arranged subcomponents, each containing a tweet (Figure 1d).9
• people-also-search and suggested-search components that are generally found at the
footer of the SERP and provide internal links to the search queries they suggest.
The average SERP consisted of 13.5 (σ = 3.4) components,10 and there were no significant
differences between the SERPs produced by the standard and incognito windows in this respect.
The presence or absence of components was related to the root query that produced the SERP, and
knowledge and news-card components were especially prominent in the rankings (Figure 2).
3.3

Partisan Audience Bias Scores

To score partisanship of websites, we developed a partisan audience bias score for web domains by
leveraging the sharing propensities of a virtual panel of Twitter users. To apply these scores to the
SERPs we collected, we adapted several rank-weighted metrics from recent work on measuring
partisan bias within social media search [57].
Scoring Method.
To construct our scores, we first linked 519,000 Twitter accounts to US voter
registration records.11 Our linking procedure was as follows. For each voter record: (1) we searched
the name on Twitter, (2) if accounts using that name were found, we checked the location field of
each matching account, and (3) if both the name and location were matched, then we linked the
voter record and the Twitter account. If multiple matches were found for the name and location
of a given voter’s record, we discarded it to avoid false positives. Prior work has used this panel
matching method to classify political stance and identify individuals whose online discussions
accurately characterized election events [47, 52].
Beginning in October of 2017, we used the Twitter API to download up to the last 3.2K public
tweets of each linked account every 15 days, collecting a total of 113 million tweets. Tweets
that did not contain a URL were filtered out and are not included in the final count. Before
calculating our partisan audience bias score, we reduced each URL to its second-level domain (e.g.,
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-38686568 was reduced to bbc.com), as done in similar work
8 We

note that URLs were frequently missing in these components, perhaps due to their dynamically loading nature.
utilize only the URLs in the subcomponents, as the header always links to Twitter.
10 This number was calculated by counting each component and ignoring it’s subcomponents. For example, a twitter-card
consisting of five subcomponents only counted as one component. Including subcomponents, the mean is 14.9 (σ = 3.3).
11 These data contained information on US voters’ names, current political party registrations, and location. We limit our
focus to the two major US parties: Democrats (left-leaning) and Republicans (right-leaning).
9 We
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(a) Bakshy et al.’s
audience-based
bias scores [3]
(r = 0.96∗∗∗ ).

(b) Budak et al.’s (c) Pew’s rater- (d) AllSides bias
rater-based
based
bias scores [2] (ρ =
bias scores [12] scores
[68] 0.64∗∗∗ ).
(r = 0.93∗∗ ).
(r = 0.78∗∗∗ ).
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(e) Domain ratings
we crowdsourced
on MTurk (ρ =
0.50∗∗∗ ).

Fig. 3. We found high agreement (r > 0.90) with peer-reviewed partisan bias metrics (3a, 3b) and moderate
agreement (0.5 < ρ < 0.82) with the three other methods (3d, 3c, 3e). Point size represents the number of
shares a domain had in our data. ∗ P < 0.05;∗∗ P < 0.01;∗∗∗ P < 0.001.

measuring partisan bias on social media [3]. After this coarse-graining, we maintained a set I
of 1,019,730 unique domains, and then computed the bias score for each domain i ∈ I using the
following formula:
P ri
− Pjd∈Ii d j
j ∈I r j
,
(1)
bias-score(i) = r
P i
+ Pjd∈Ii d j
j ∈I r j
where r i (respectively di ) is the count of unique registered Republicans (Democrats) that shared a
P
P
domain i, and j ∈I r j ( j ∈I d j ) represents the sum of counts over all domains shared by unique
registered Republicans (Democrats). The resulting bias score is continuous and scales from -1 to 1,
where a score of -1 means that a domain i was shared exclusively by Democrats (r i = 0, di > 0),
and a score of 1 means that a domain i was shared exclusively by Republicans (r i > 0, di = 0).
A domain i has a score of 0 if and only if it was shared by the same proportion of Democrats
and Republicans. Finally, to reduce noise and spam–63% of URLs were shared by only one unique
Twitter account–we only keep domains shared by 50 or more unique accounts (r i + di ≥ 50), which
reduced the number of domains to 19,022.
We compared our domain scores to five other sets of bias scores12 and
Construct Validity.
found the strongest correlation between our scores and the audience-based scores crafted from
Facebook data by Bakshy et al. in 2015 (Pearson’s r = 0.96∗∗∗ ) [3] (Figure 3a). We found a similarly
high correlation between our scores and the rater-based scores carefully collected by Budak, Goel,
and Rao (r = 0.93∗∗∗ ) in 2016 [12] (Figure 3b).13
Next, we compared our scores to the crowdsourced domain bias ratings aggregated by the website
AllSides [2], a source used in prior examinations of partisan bias [91]. AllSides rates websites on
a five-point scale (left, left-lean, center, right-lean, and right) and provides two scores, one based
purely on crowdsourced ratings (community score) and one based on their patented technology
that incorporates the bias of raters (controlled score). After matching our scores to 200 of the 254
domains rated by AllSides we found a moderate correlation with their controlled score (ρ = 0.73∗∗∗ )
12 We

are grateful to Ceren Budak for sharing the data collected in [12].
used Pearson’s r to compare our continuous score with Bakshy et al.’s continuous metric and switched to Spearman’s
ρ for the AllSides and MTurk ratings, which were collected on ordinal scales. Using Spearman’s ρ for our comparison with
Bakshy et al.’s findings had a minimal effect on the correlation (ρ = 0.95∗∗∗ ). On the other hand, our correlation with Budak
et al.’s metric, which was measured on an ordinal scale but aggregated by domain onto a continuous scale, was substantially
different using a Spearman’s test (ρ = 0.73∗∗∗ ). More details on these correlations are available in SM.

13 We
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Fig. 4. A comparison of the average bias scores generated for Republican and Democrat panel members.
The majority of panel members have an average score
that leans in the expected direction, providing retrospective validation for our scoring methodology and
demonstrating homophily in the sharing patterns of
panel members by their political party registration.
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Fig. 5. The mean bias of mainstream media and
other popular domains matched expectations, providing face validity for our partisan audience bias
score.

and a smaller correlation with their community score (ρ = 0.64∗∗∗ ) (Figure 3d). We also found a
moderate correlation between the number of shares each domain received in our dataset and the
number of individuals who contributed to the community scoring of each domain in AllSides data
(r = 0.70∗∗∗ ), suggesting some degree of consistency in terms of website popularity.
We also compared our scores to scores adapted from a 2014 Pew survey on trust in media
sources [68]. Following the procedure used in a recent study [81], we multiplied the proportion
of self-reported political identities by their respective scores (-1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1) to convert the Pew
numbers into partisan bias scores and found that they correlated well with our metric (r = 0.78∗∗∗ )
(Figure 3c). Although the scores developed by Ribeiro et al., who used the Facebook marketing API
to gather demographic data on the audiences of news outlets with a Facebook presence, were more
correlated with the adapted Pew scores (r = 0.97), our measure had stronger correlations with
the three other metrics that Ribeiro et al. also used for validation (Facebook [3], AllSides [2], and
Budak et al. (2016) [12]). It is unclear why our scores have a weaker correlation with the adapted
Pew scores, but it is also unclear exactly how the adapted trust metric translates to partisan bias.
To further validate our scores, we also collected domain-level ratings from human-raters. After
splitting our scored domains into 20 quantiles and taking the top 10 most shared domains in each
quantile (400 domains in total), we utilized the same 5-point Likert scales and participant pool
(MTurk) as Budak et al. to collect three ratings for each domain.14 Using this rater-based method,
we found a relatively weak correlation with our audience-based measure (ρ = 0.54∗∗∗ ) (Figure 3e),
suggesting that collecting rater-based bias at the domain level, while perhaps more practical, may
be less accurate than those collected at the article-level and then aggregated post-hoc [12].
Aside from our comparisons to existing bias measures, we also checked the construct validity of
our partisan audience bias scores in two additional ways. First, as a form of retrospective validation,
14 Mirroring

Budak et al.’s method, we had each domain rated on two 5-point Likert scales (ranging from “Very Negative”
[-1] to “Very Positive” [1]), and asked participants to rate how the domains “Depicted the Democratic [Republican] Party.”
We then combined these scores by inverting the Democratic score and taking the average of the two favorability scores for
each domain. We also used most of the same qualification requirements used by Budak et al. (over 1,000 HITs, 98% success
rate, located in the US), but did not require raters to pass a test of political knowledge. Another important difference is that
Budak et al. had people rate individual news articles rather than domains, which likely evokes a different evaluation process
in raters.
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we examined whether the scores of the domains shared by our panel matched expectations. We
found that they largely did, with Democrats primarily sharing domains with scores to the left of zero
and vice versa (Figure 4). Second, we extracted the bias scores of well-known media websites and
they largely matched expectations, providing some degree of face-validity (Figure 5). Of particular
note is the Wall Street Journal, which was the only news source that a 2014 Pew study found to be
“More trusted than distrusted” by people from across the ideological spectrum [68], and which had
a score close to zero in our data (shared by a similar proportion of Democrats and Republicans).
In terms of domains that did not correspond to the mass media, we found that both the desktop
and mobile versions of Wikipedia were shared more by Democrats than Republicans (bias scores of
-0.22 and -0.10, respectively). Similarly, we found that YouTube and WebMD were shared more by
Republicans (bias scores of 0.13 and 0.19, respectively). In these cases, where there may be little or
no expectation of political lean, it is possible that our scores pick up on non-obvious latent traits of
the domains that surface through preferential sharing patterns.15
Although the validation we have presented here enables comparisons between domains (e.g.,
domain A is farther right than B), our metric does not have a valid zero point because its location is
dependent on the methodological decisions we have laid out here. Thus, we caution that scores
from our metric should not be interpreted in absolute terms, only relative terms.
Scoring SERPs.
To assess the bias of each SERP, we adapted metrics developed for auditing
partisan ranking bias in Twitter search, which often returns lists of tweets and retweets that are
orders of magnitude larger than the number of results returned on a single SERP [57]. In web
search, users often do not browse past the first page of search results before reformulating a query,
and the first SERP typically contains about 15 components [84]. According to an ongoing study,
the average desktop click-through rate for the first 15 links during our audit accounted for the vast
majority (80.2%) of clicks [79]. Therefore, we only collected the first SERP returned for each query
and adjusted the input bias and output bias metrics developed in prior work [57] to an average bias
and weighted bias, respectively, to distinguish our focus on a smaller set of rankings (the first SERP).
We also adopted their ranking bias metric, giving us a total of three metrics for each SERP:
(1) The average bias of a SERP is the unweighted average of the bias of all items on the page. This
captures the overall bias of the SERP irrespective of item ordering, and provides a measure of
bias for Google’s filtering algorithm.
(2) The weighted bias of a SERP is the weighted average of the bias of all items on the page,
where weight decreases with rank.16
(3) The ranking bias of a SERP is the average bias minus the weighted bias. This captures the
impact of Google’s ranking algorithm, given the results of its filtering algorithm. That is,
given Google’s filtering, how did their ranking algorithm further alter the bias of the SERP?
4

RESULTS

In total, we were able to match our bias scores to 83.9% of the domains that appeared in our search
data (Figure 6).17 We were able to match domains in knowledge (78.4%), general-extra (75.9%),

15 We

present more domain-level bias scores in SM.
bias is calculated using the same formula as output bias (O B) [57], but limited to the first page of results. One
P
can calculate O B by finding the bias (B) until reaching rank r for a query q given each score s i : B (q, r ) = ri=1 s i /r , and
Pr
then taking the normalized sum of this over all ranks: O B (q, r ) = i =1 B (q, i )/r .
17 This excludes components and subcomponents that did not contain a domain-level URL, such as internal Google links.
16 Weighted
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Fig. 6. Distribution of bias scores in the Twitter and Fig. 7. Overall distributions of SERP bias metrics:
Google data for all domains and unique domains.
average and weighted bias and ranking bias.

video (100%), news-card (98.7%), news-triplet (98.6%), people-ask (66.2%), general (80.1%),
and general-video (100%) components.18
Below we report how average bias, weighted bias, and ranking bias varied overall, by personalization factors, root query, user characteristics, and time.
4.1

Overall Results

Comparing the mean ranking bias of the standard and incognito SERPs within participants, we
found little support for the “filter bubble” hypothesis that personalization increases the partisan bias
of web search. However, we did find a small but significant ranking bias among the standard SERPs
collected from participants’ computers (µ = 0.02, t = −21.4∗∗∗ ), suggesting that Google’s ranking
algorithm has a minimal impact on the partisan lean of SERPs, but not due to personalization
(Figure 7). This result held even after removing links to wikipedia.org, which accounted for 14%
of all domains appearing at the first rank, and which had a relative left-lean of -0.22. Removing
these links shifted the the ranking bias significantly but unsubstantially to the right (shift: 0.0056;
t = 43.87∗∗∗ ; see SM for more details). It is unclear whether a ranking bias of this magnitude would
translate to substantial effects on voter behavior, such as those found in lab-based experiments
using maximally biased results, though the effects of subtle biases could potentially compound over
time [28].
By Personalization.
We found negligible or non-significant differences between the SERPs
returned in the standard and incognito windows, suggesting that, relative to the nonpersonalized
results, Google’s personalization had little impact on the partisan audience bias that our participants
would have been exposed to. More specifically, we used a paired samples t-test to compare the
average and weighted bias present in each standard-incognito SERP pair and found a small but
significant difference in average bias, with standard windows producing slightly less left-leaning
18 There

was a large degree of variance in our coverage of the domains that appeared in each component for two reasons.
First, some components, such as map, map-card, and people-search, linked only to internal Google URLs. Second, some
components, such as knowledge and people-ask often did not provide a URL, or presented one in a dynamic format that
did not fully load during data collection. For general-video and video components, coverage was perfect, but the number
of unique domains produced by each was low (n = 12 and n = 1 [youtube.com], respectively).
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Fig. 8. Domain bias score distribution aggregated
by root query. Vertical lines represent the mean of
the distribution. Relative to the other roots, only
“conservative” and its suggestions produced a rightleaning distribution.
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Fig. 9. Relative to the other roots and their suggestions, only “republican” and “conservative” produced
SERPs with a mean right-leaning weighted bias, and
only “conservative” produced SERPs with a mean
right-leaning average bias. Horizontal lines represent
95% confidence intervals.

SERPs than incognito windows, on average (Difference µ = 0.001, t = 2.87∗∗ ). However, the
difference in weighted bias between standard-incognito paired SERPs was not significant (µ =
0.0001, t = −0.29, P = 0.77).19 To avoid inflating our sample size by considering both SERPs in each
pair, which were not meaningfully different, we consider only the standard SERPs in the rest of our
analysis.
By Root Query.
We found substantial differences in the distribution of partisan bias scores by
root query (Figure 8) and examined these differences with respect to the average, weighted, and
ranking bias of the standard SERPs they produced. To do this, we plotted the mean average and
weighted bias of the SERPs produced for each root query (Figure 9), and compared them as before.
After applying a Boneferroni correction for multiple hypothesis testing, we found that Google’s
rankings created significant differences between the mean average and weighted bias for 18 of the
21 root queries (non-significant roots: “Mike”, “independent”, and “inauguration”).
Among the root queries that had significant differences between their mean average and weighted
bias, only two were not significant at the P < 0.001 level: “UN” (ranking bias µ = −0.01, t = 3.217∗ )
19 We

examined this more in depth by fitting a two-way ANOVA using participants’ political party and Google account
login status, which has previously been found to be a key feature used to personalize search results [45, 84], to predict
average and ranking bias but did not find significant differences (see SM).
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Fig. 10. Heatmap of the bias score given each root and
rank. Only the root queries specifically mentioning the
ideological right (“conservative” and “republican”) return SERPS with right-leaning domains at prominent
search rankings. The root “Donald Trump” had rightleaning domains at ranks five through eight due to the
twitter-card subcomponents linking to his account.

Fig. 11. Mean bias by root query and component
type for the nine component types that we could
match our bias scores to. Here we can see that the
relatively right-leaning average and weighted bias
for the root “conservative” (Figure 9) may be due to
the relative right-lean of the domains appearing in
highly ranked components for this root, such as the
general-extra, news-card, news-triplet, and
twitter-card components.

and “democrat” (ranking bias µ = −0.01, t = 3.747∗∗ ). Among the 16 other roots, the mean
ranking bias ranged from −0.03 (“President inauguration”) to 0.14 (“republican”). Although the
root “conservative” produced the average bias that was the farthest to the right relative to the
other roots, we saw the largest right-leaning shift in ranking bias for the root query “republican”
(Figure 9).
To obtain a more detailed picture of how SERP bias varied by root, we constructed a heatmap
detailing the mean bias at each search ranking for all SERPs produced by each root query and its
suggestions (Figure 10). Here we unpack the subcomponents present on each SERP, increasing
the length of some SERPs (max rank is 25 compared to a max rank of 20 in Figure 2, where
subcomponents are merged). This figure shows us that the top rank of SERPs produced by the root
“conservative” was, on average, substantially right leaning (0.84) relative to the average top rank
produced by other roots. A similar pattern can be seen for the root “republican.” In contrast, the
root “Donald Trump” produced a mean right-leaning bias only for ranks five through eight, where
the twitter-card subcomponents were typically located.
4.2

Component Bias

Given that different root queries produce substantial differences in SERP composition (Figure 2) [84],
we analyzed how bias varied between and within each component type. We utilized the average
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Fig. 13. Google’s Interest over time score for the
search queries “Donald Trump” and “Hillary Clinton” for each week in 2016. In aggregate, Donald
Fig. 12. Mean bias by rank for each component, and Trump received 2.1 times as much search activity as
where applicable, its subcomponents.
Hillary Clinton [40].
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bias (unweighted average) of the results within each component type as our primary metric because
we were no longer analyzing whole SERPs. Excluding the components for which we did not
have any bias score coverage, we found significant differences in mean bias by component type
(F (10, 345, 141) = 2, 284.9∗∗∗ ). Comparing among the components types that we could match our
bias scores to (N = 8; ignoring video comoponents which solely linked to youtube.com), we
found three component types that produced right-leaning mean bias scores relative to the other
components (Figure 11). However, among these, only twitter-card components constituted a
substantial proportion of the total components seen (7.1% compared to 0.3% for general-extra,
and 1.1% for general-video components).
Extending upon prior work [21, 29], we examined the differences in mean bias
By Rank.
by search ranking within the subcomponents of news-card, news-triplet, and twitter-card
components (Figure 12). For example, given a news-card, which consists of three rank ordered
subcomponents (Figure 2), did bias significantly and systematically vary by rank within the component? We also show the mean bias of the ubiquitous general components by rank, but for these
we consider the entire SERP since these are not composed of ranked subcomponents.
We found significant differences in mean bias by rank for the domains present in news-card
(F (2, 24, 455) = 17.2∗∗∗ ) subcomponents and general components (F (24, 173, 099) = 225.8∗∗∗ ), but
not for news-triplet (F (2, 1, 581) = 2.45, P = 0.09) or twitter-card subcomponents (F (2, 2, 097) =
0.81, P = 0.52). In terms of correlations between bias score and rank, we found small but significant
relationships for general (ρ = −0.12∗∗∗ ), news-card (ρ = 0.06∗∗∗ ), and news-triplet (ρ = 0.02∗ )
subcomponents, but not for twitter-cards (ρ = −0.04, P = 0.06). These results resemble those
from prior work [29], and can have many interpretations [21], but without access to Google’s data,
we can only speculate. Among possible interpretations are (1) that by some measure of popularity
or “quality,” Google’s algorithms favor left-leaning news domains, (2) left-leaning domains were
somehow more “relevant” to the set of queries we used, or (3) left-leaning news sources were
producing more news at the time of our audit, and this “freshness” led them to be highly ranked.20
20 We found some evidence for the popularity interpretation by merging our scores with public web domain rankings from
Alexa (ρ = −0.26∗∗∗ ), and the focus of our search queries on the inauguration of a Republican president cast doubt on (2),
but a deeper examination of these is beyond the scope of this paper.
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By Root Query. Relative to the other roots, we found that the root “conservative” returned the
most right-leaning mean bias in the general-extra, news-card, news-triplet, and twitter-card
components (Figure 11). Similarly, compared to the mean bias by root in other components,
twitter-card subcomponents produced a right-leaning bias for 17 roots, general-video components produced an average right-leaning bias for 18 roots, and general-extra components
produced an average right-leaning bias for 7 roots.
5

DISCUSSION

Here we presented a study in which we audited partisan audience bias within Google Search, a
platform that is used trillions of times a year [92], and which research suggests has the power to
sway democratic elections [28, 30]. After collecting Google Search data through the browsers of
real users over the course of several weeks around a major political event, we developed partisan
audience bias metric based on the sharing propensities of registered Democrats and Republicans
from a large virtual Twitter panel and applied these scores to the search data we collected. Compared
to systems relying on human raters, our scoring method offers a more practical and responsive
system for obtaining and updating domain bias scores in real-time.
After matching the bias scores we developed to the domains present in the search results with
fairly high coverage (83.9%), we grouped them by SERP and quantified two types of bias for each.
Adapting from prior work on social media search engine bias [57], we operationalized average bias,
a simple unweighted average, as the partisan bias of Google’s web corpus and filtering algorithm,
and weighted bias, a rank-weighted average, as the partisan bias of a SERP after Google’s ranking
algorithm sorts it. Utilizing paired statistical tests between the average and weighted bias of each
SERP, we measured the significance of ranking bias, the weighted bias minus the average bias.
Within this framework, we found little evidence for the “filter bubble” hypothesis. Instead, we
found that across all participants the results placed toward the bottom of Google SERPs were more
left-leaning than the results placed toward the top, which connects to prior findings [29], and that
the direction and magnitude of overall lean varied widely by search query, component type, and
other factors. Utilizing the rank-weighted metrics that we adapted, we also found that Google’s
ranking algorithm shifted the average lean of SERPs slightly to the right of their unweighted
average.
One explanation for the correlation we found between lower search rankings and more leftleaning domains is that Democrat audiences may browse further down a page of search results
than Republican audiences. Ancillary evidence for this hypothesis can be found in a number of
recent studies, including (1) a 2018 ethnographic study on conservative search engine users which
found that they have high levels of trust in Google’s rankings [94], (2) a 2016 study which used poll
data from Gallup to show that Republicans trust the mainstream media far less than Democrats [1],
and (3) a 2014 Pew study which found that Democrats relied on a wider range of news outlets
while Republicans tended to tightly cluster around a single news source (Fox News) [68], a finding
that has been consistent over time [49, 65]. In a similar vein, the political psychology literature has
consistently found an association between identifying as a liberal and the Big Five21 personality trait
“Openness to Experience” [15, 83]. However, we can only speculate on the cause of this consistent
finding [29]; only Google has the behavioral data to answer it.
In our audit, we took into account an aspect of the search engine interface that has often been
overlooked – the diverse ranking component types that Google Search employs [21, 84]. We
found that Google’s decision to embed tweets in their search results, which they began doing in
21 The

Big Five is a set of personality traits–Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, and
Openness to Experience–that has long been studied in the psychological sciences, typically through survey-based methods.
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August 2015 [39, 86], likely amplified the reach of Donald Trump’s Twitter account because of its
prominence near the top of search results (Figure 2). How many people were exposed to his tweets
in search results? According to Google Trends data, “Donald Trump” was the only person’s name
in the top ten searches of 2016, and activity peaked during the week of the election [40] (Figure 13).
Comparatively, searches for “Hillary Clinton” in 2016 had about half the volume of search activity.
It is possible that the relative right-leaning mean bias of twitter-card components extended
beyond searches for “Donald Trump.” An analysis of the most viral tweets during the final 68 days
of the 2016 election found that 63% either supported Trump or attacked Clinton, and that tweets
favoring Trump were retweeted more often than those favoring Clinton [19]. However, the specific
factors that trigger a twitter-card component to appear in a Google SERP for a given query are
unclear, as are the factors influencing which account will be featured and how tweets from that
account are filtered and ranked. Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of this study to determine the
actual impact that this design decision had on the reach of Donald Trump’s tweets or the outcome
of the election. Future research should try to synthesize and assess the link between search engines
and social media, as this link can have unexpected impacts on spreading processes [82].
There are several reasons why our bias scores should not be taken as a ground
Limitations.
truth purely reflecting population preferences. Given that our measure is audience-based, a value
of 0 only means that an equal proportion of unique Democrats and Republicans in our panel
shared that domain, and does not explicitly establish that the domain is nonpartisan or “neutral.”
Furthermore, a URL from a domain that typically publishes left-leaning content could be widely
shared by Republicans due to the specifics of the article, and vice versa. Our measure is also
coarse-grained because we consider tweets containing a domain to reflect agreement with the
linked article rather than disagreement, which is unlikely to always be the case. Finally, we cannot
control for the impact of Twitter’s curation algorithms that likely affected which domains our panel
members were exposed to and how often they were exposed to them, both of which could have
affected their propensity to share those domains.
Despite these limitations, the overall agreement of our metric with prior bias metrics [2, 3, 12]
and hand coding (Figure 3), as well as the expected leans of popular media domains (Figure 5)
is encouraging. Similarly, we found high agreement between panelists’ registered political party
and the average bias of the domains they shared (Figure 4). Given the fairly strong validity we
established for our scores, the scalability of our method offers a promising route forward compared
to the alternatives. Given the challenges associated with constructing a virtual panel with voter
registration records, future research should further investigate the possibility of creating a large
scale panel by inferring political affiliations [46, 61, 98].
It is important to recognize that our results are aggregated across queries and dates, and that our
participant sample was not balanced in terms of their political preferences or demographics, nor
matched on the time of day that they participated in our audit (which precludes us from performing
between-subjects comparisons). In terms of queries, we focused our root queries around Trump’s
inauguration and used Google’s autocomplete functionality to expand them. This resulted in sets
of queries that were popular and relevant to our root queries, but these sets did not reflect the
nuanced nature of users’ query formulation processes [94]. In terms of temporal findings, we found
that average and ranking bias varied by date, but a detailed temporal analysis is hindered by our
limited and uneven sample size per day. Across all dates, the mean average bias of SERPs was
left-leaning, and Google’s ranking algorithm significantly pushed the weighted bias slightly right
(all P < 0.001), but otherwise, no clear trends emerged. A study similar to ours, but with a carefully
matched sample, could provide a longitudinal picture of partisan bias in web search.
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Conclusions. When billions of people cognitively depend on an online platform each day [90],
every design decision made by the platform carries a broad impact. This impact is not only on
the individual information seeker, determining what information they find and absorb, but on
society at large, influencing our culture and politics by steering people toward certain answers
and perspectives. In terms of studying this impact externally, algorithm audits provide a useful
starting point. However, broader frameworks incorporating design elements like the components
we identified may shed light not just on the algorithms, but the user interface as well.
As Google’s search results and their components continue to evolve with other entities in the
online information ecosystem, audits like the one we have conducted will continue to grow in
importance and should be conducted regularly. Future simulation-based models of search engine
users (e.g., [31]) and behavioral experiments should incorporate our findings with respect to the
variance in bias by component type and root query. Future audits should keep an eye out for the
release of new or modified component types that may only appear during election seasons, such as
the “Issue Guide” identified by Diakopoulos et al. [21]. Indeed, the Twitter components we studied
have already evolved in response to Twitter’s character limit increase, and now resemble the larger
news-card components. How will this new design influence the amount of clicks they receive?
And how will it amplify the reach of the accounts and Tweets they give prominence to? We leave
this and other questions to future research.
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